Challenges for protein chemical synthesis in the 21st century: bridging genomics and proteomics.
The Human Genome Project and other major sequencing projects have rapidly provided a vast array of new protein sequences. In the postgenomic era, the physical form of many of these gene-encoded sequences will be vital for biomedical research and drug development. In this epoch, the advantages of protein chemical synthesis will complement recombinant-DNA methods, and will be used to provide rapid access to small proteins or functional receptor domains. In this review the key methodological advances that have made the synthesis of long peptides and small proteins more effective will be presented. Focus is given to the issues and goals of contemporary chemical protein synthesis, including (1) the rapid chain assembly of tailored peptide segments for use in ligation strategies, and (2) development of highly efficient and universal chemoselective ligation strategies. Biopolymers (Pept Sci) 55: 217-226, 2000